
 

Fuss and Fume: Shaka Laka Boom Shakalaka, all hail the Mahabharat It is because of Bhakti that we could turn out to be such a high-spirited nation. However, it is also because of this that we couldnt resist the urge to download Bhaktidipset's epic Shaka Laka Boom Shakalaka for free, one neat ringtone at a time.

This free tune is full of hope and inspiration. Hearings in Parliament convened after King Dashrath has passed away and all his sons have been killed in the war by Lord Ram. But Bakula's son Vidur is about to assume throne. He takes this opportunity of the war to taunt the youngest brother of Prince Anand, Prince Abhimanyu. Hearing of his brothers death goes on a rampage of revenge taking up
arms he is ready to destroy the entire Kaurava army.

Special thanks to:-

Bhakti Dipset for making this ringtone possible.
The on-linerase version is available at www.bhakti-dipset.com

Marathi lyricist Sanjay Bhaskar for coming up with the lyrics.

All those Mahesh Queen fans out there. Mahesh Queen for releasing the song.

All those who gave me encouragement to release this ringtone. You too can download many other great ringtones at www.bhakti-dipset.com Fuss and Fume: Shaka Laka Boom Shakalaka, all hail the Mahabharat It is because of Bhakti that we could turn out to be such a high-spirited nation. However, it is also because of this that we couldnt resist the urge to download Bhaktidipset's epic Shaka Laka
Boom Shakalaka for free, one neat ringtone at a time.

This free tune is full of hope and inspiration. Hearings in Parliament convened after King Dashrath has passed away and all his sons have been killed in the war by Lord Ram 'Shaka Laka Boom Shakalaka' is an Indian epic film in Marathi language. It was released in theatres on 15 September 2006.. The film is directed by Mahesh Manjrekar and produced by Anil Manjrekar, Nilesh Manjarekar,
Bharat Chawla. It stars Suhas Joshi, Satish Pulekar, Divya Dutta, Dharmendra in supporting roles. The film is based on the Mahabharata epic and tells the story of Krishna's early life. The film was announced to be the first Marathi feature film to be shot using digital cameras (Red One). Other technical specifications include 7.
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